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I Think of Your Mother​ is a short observational film that documents Valentine’s Day 
weekend at a 131-year old, family-owned-and-operated flower shop in East Elmhurst, Queens. 
The once thriving business of providing flowers for funerals at the nearby St. Michael’s 
Cemetery has diminished, but seven days a week the 92-year old owner, Gladys, still answers the 
phone and takes orders while her family tries to accommodate her way of doing things. As they 
struggle to keep the store relevant, the film captures a family business that has persevered, if not 
necessarily triumphed, over the profound changes taking place in the city and society.  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 
Speeding down Grand Central Parkway towards Manhattan from LaGuardia Airport or 
Long Island, you might catch a glimpse of a tiny brick flower shop after passing a bulky motel 
that hides it. The flower shop’s sign announces “est. 1889.” If you are curious or in the mood to 
buy a dozen roses, you would barely have time to pull over before reaching the Triborough 
Bridge, a main thoroughfare to Manhattan. You might wonder how a florist can have existed 
there​ for so long, at the side of an eight-lane highway. But the store actually predates the 
highway, motel, and even the airport. 
In 1889, many areas of New York City were still farmland. A florist from Germany 
procured land across the dirt turnpike from St. Michael’s Cemetery and built greenhouses to 
grow chrysanthemums, gladioli, lilies,​ and roses​ ​to sell for funerals, cemetery visits, and 
holidays. The business was a success. “A million dollar operation,” says Billy, the 
great-grandson of the founder, who commutes thirty miles to the store from Staten Island every 
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day to arrange flowers in the basement. But now, Billy jokes, the flower shop is where he goes to 
lose money​. The store has only survived because his family owns it. Otherwise, they wouldn’t 
have survived the rent hikes of the last twenty years.  
I moved to New York City in 1997 and since then I’ve seen so many small businesses 
close and watched as an eclectic city of interesting little haunts, all with their own history, 
oddities and signage, morph into big-box businesses without character. Michael Bloomberg’s 
tenure as mayor from 2002 to 2013 was a wrecking ball for many small businesses. 
“​Bloomberg’s corporate worldview drained the color out of New York City—a sterile, relentless 
kind of destruction that dehumanized its victims with the logic of the market. When he imagined 
what the city could be, his mind settled on a high-end mall filled with expensive 
accessories—and that, increasingly, is what it has become”​ ​(Hanna-Albright). 
Making a film about the disorienting changes in New York City during the twenty years 
I’ve lived here was on my list of potential thesis projects since early in my IMA studies. But 
complaining about the corporatizing of New York City (Marks) feels habitual at this point, and 
to a certain extent overstated since​ ​it is hard to see how much has changed when it happens over 
time. “​Bemoaning the disappearance of New York is a time-honored tradition: no one has ever 
arrived here early enough to experience the city at its greatest, and everyone who comes after 
you has arrived too late”​ ​(​MacNicol). 
 I tabled that thesis idea but came back to it after​ encountering two documentary series 
that have been detailing the loss of businesses during the 2000s. The volume of documents that 
they’ve collected over the years, when seen together, make the loss of these small businesses feel 
more stark. ​Store Front: The Disappearing Face of New York​ by James and Karla Murray 
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beautifully photographs stores around the city. Activist Griffin Hansbury’s popular blog, 
“Jeremiah’s Vanishing New York, A Bitterly Nostalgic Look at a City in the Process of Going 
Extinct,” has recorded since 2007 the final moments of New York City’s “unofficial landmarks.”  
In the early aughts, I used to frequent a bar called Odessa on Avenue A. As 
undergraduates at nearby Cooper Union, my friends and I would meet at Odessa to sit at the bar 
or in the booth near the back, the one under the painting of the bullfighter, to talk about art and 
enjoy cheap drinks. Odessa was our​ Cheers​. It was more than a bar. We felt safe there. It was the 
place we went to find each other right after September 11th since many of us didn’t have cell 
phones then. Hansbury wrote about Odessa’s closure on the blog in 2013. “Gone. Gone the 
blood-red shag ceiling. Gone the big booth with its view of the avenue’s drama. Gone the 
bullfight ‘art.’ Gone the Disco Fries. Gone my last supper. Odessa has been here since 1965. I’ve 
been eating there for the past 20 years. There used to be lines to get in the door, if you can 
imagine that. And now it’s gone.”  
 Encountering these projects renewed my sense of urgency to preserve and pay homage to 
small businesses, so I proposed an observational style documentary film that takes us inside one. 
I sought other documentaries that tackled the same subject. I watched the feature film, ​Carmine 
Street Guitars​, which documents a beloved guitar maker and his long running shop in the West 
Village. The cinematography is beautiful. The sound and lighting are carefully constructed. But 
the polished production value feels like the set of a narrative film—leaving me feeling as though 
I had not experienced the guitar store as it actually is but rather how it's supposed to look in a 
movie. I decided that I didn’t want my film to feel scripted or staged. 
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I was more inspired by the film, ​I Like Killing Flies​, about the idiosyncratic Shopsin’s 
restaurant in the East Village. The observational sequences focusing on the restaurant’s 
proprietor, Kenny Shopsin, and his family arguing felt authentic. Although I had never been to 
the restaurant, the film made me feel as if I was there.  
My initial search for a small business was too broad. Eventually, I narrowed my search to 
finding a flower shop. Flowers are visual. They are symbolic. A vehicle for sharing personal 
stories. I searched online and found several short profiles about the Queens store that my film 
profiles. Each of the articles marveled at the store’s many years in business. One of the articles 
ends with a quote from Gladys: “The business will go on because this is in our family’s blood. I 
hope it stays for 125 more years” (Antos). 
The evolution of the store’s neighborhood over the last century certainly piqued my 
interest, but I knew that I wanted to capture the personalities of the people who brought the store 
to life each day. Any historical information, if it appeared in the film at all, would be present 
only if it was brought up naturally in conversation. I didn’t want to make a film that felt didactic, 
and I didn’t want to stage or include formal interviews. Though the history is fascinating, I hoped 
that the viewer would glimpse the past organically without needing maps or data. I wanted to 
foreground the unique details, family banter, and humorous conversations with patrons around 
the all-encompassing themes of love and death.  
In the introduction to ​Up in the Old Hotel​, a collection of profiles by Joseph Mitchell, 
The New Yorker ​writer and long-time chronicler of New York, he reflects on a common theme in 
his collection of profiles: “graveyard humor.” He goes on to examine why it is that he 
appreciates and wants to document conversations that make light of serious subjects, and he 
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remembers that his early education in storytelling is rooted in childhood trips to the cemetery 
with his family. His witty aunt would lead them around the graves, stopping at headstones to say 
something tragically funny about who was buried there.​ ​Mitchell’s verité-style writing of exactly 
what people said, seemingly for however long they said it, has always inspired me. I found a 
renewed sense of kinship with his work after reading his author’s note, which emboldened me to 
pursue this project in a verité style.  
During my first few visits to the store, I got acquainted with the family, gained 
permission to film, observed how a typical day unfolds, and was attentive to the details in the 
space. The store is sparsely decorated. My initial impression was that they weren’t trying to 
attract visitors. But inside, there is a thoughtful display of family photos and a tattered binder of 
additional mementos. I discovered that the store not only had the long-time customer banter and 
“graveyard humor” that I had hoped to find, but Gladys, unprompted, often flipped through her 
photo album and enthusiastically told patrons about the history of the business. One of the photos 
is of an old wedding family portrait. She points to the flower girl. “Now who do you think that 
is? I was five years old. Now, I’m 92! How’d I get so damned old?”  
  




Few people ever consider that the florist is a mother, too, a widow who is not likely to get 
flowers on the second Sunday in May (LeDuff 9). 
 
Gladys is my primary focus in the film. She is charismatic and sharp-witted. In her thick 
New York accent, she greets customers and then asks, “How’s your mother?” or “Are you going 
to go see your mother?” The film’s title references her frequent inclination to inquire about 
mothers. In a funny conversation that I did not include in the final film, she asks me, “What was 
the name of that film where the girl marries her cousin and her father is a gangster and doesn’t 
approve, but it’s a beautiful love story?” I answer, “​The Godfather?​” She confirms, “Yes, The 
Godmother.”  
Though the customers are charmed, her hard-to-read handwriting is one of the main 
sources of tension at the store with her family. She sometimes sends them to the wrong address 
for delivery or even to the wrong grave. Because she’s 92, which she mentions—often in 
disbelief and with a sense of pride—it’s hard for her to go down the stairs. She also has difficulty 
opening the large refrigerator door where the bouquets are stored, and she sometimes has trouble 
with the register. But patrons flock to see her, and so, despite her difficulties, she may be the 
primary reason that the shop remains in business.  
Her son, Billy, is the other main person I focus on in the film. He comes up to the store 
for a few hours a day to arrange the flowers and do the deliveries, all while juggling another 
full-time business. I was curious to know what it felt like to be born into a family business, 
imagining it to be a blessing and a curse. Billy says that the business is a burden and that it’s 
impractical to keep it going. The way he describes it, he sounds trapped. But the genuine 
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satisfaction he seems to get from cutting the ends of flowers and arranging them carefully in a 
vase tells another story. 
The store is small. At street-level, Gladys sits at her desk (e.g. see fig. 1). In the basement 
workshop, Billy cuts and arranges flowers (e.g. see fig. 2). The color, lighting, and sounds of the 
two spaces differ immensely. Billy and his mother shout to each other even though there is an 
intercom available. Billy told me, “She still doesn’t know how to use the intercom. We’ve had it 
for about 30 years.”  
 
Fig. 2: The work desk in the basement of the shop. Natalie Conn, 2020​. 
 
Billy’s daughter, Julia, is the third main character and she enters after the film’s 
midpoint. She’s a recent college graduate in her twenties, she has a business savvy and a 
newfound interest in keeping the store going. She expresses a more objective point of view of the 
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store and her family; despite their differences, she views her dad and grandmother as clearly cut 
from the same cloth. “They’re the same,” she said, which Billy hears from downstairs and yells 
up, “We’re not the same!” She smiles. “He says he’s adopted but…”  
She proceeds to discuss her vision for the store, which may include selling coffee and 
pastries. But there are many obstacles. The store is on a highway and far from the closest subway 
stop in Astoria. The motel next door is a shelter for homeless families and neighborhood 
representatives argue that the shelter has stigmatized the area and negatively impacted businesses 
(Lord). The land and greenhouses that the family used to own are long gone. Perhaps though the 
biggest obstacle as she sees it is that her grandmother and father are averse to change. All three 
of the family members have different motivations but are united by the common goal to keep 
their long running little business alive.  
The patrons and the space itself serve as the film’s other two “characters.” Most of the 
patrons I filmed came to the store on Valentine’s Day, 2020. Most days, only two or three 
customers called. Some days there were no visitors. On Valentine’s Day, about ten people came. 
I felt it was important to include these interactions in the film. The patience that customers 
showed for Gladys, waiting for her because she moved slowly and then lingering even after the 
flowers were wrapped as she chatted about the photo album. I wanted to show the value of 
waiting rather than rushing in and out of stores to get back to work. By spending time at the store 
instead of just buying a floral arrangement online, customers connected with Gladys and by 
extension, the neighborhood. In “Super-gentrification: The Case of Brooklyn Heights, New York 
City,” Loretta Lees writes that residents working long hours and traveling to and from work have 
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less time to join neighborhood associations. “Their social life is work—rather than 
neighbourhood-oriented” (Lees 2,509).  
I also wanted to collect as many shots of the details in the store as possible and layer 
them into the film because these are a character unto themselves. Small businesses often have 
decor that is curious to outsiders but specific and sensible to the people behind the scenes. We 
remember those little details about the place after it’s gone, like the painting of the bullfighter 
over the booth in Odessa.  
 
RESEARCH ANALYSIS  
I explored three areas of research throughout the thesis process. I focused primarily on 
urban planning texts, especially relative to small businesses and infrastructure. The second major 
area of research was in filmmaking approaches. I returned to assigned readings from previous 
IMA classes like Documentary Expressions, Microcultural Incidents, and Hybrid Documentary 
to reconnect with past discussions around anthropological filmmaking and the range of 
documentary filmmaking styles. Finally, I researched flowers. I wanted to learn about the 
historical tradition of funerals and flowers and explore why we still want to gift flowering plants 
to each other.  
The flower shop fits into a wider narrative about the city. In his seminal book, ​Times 
Square Red, Times Square Blue​, Samuel Delany highlights the immense loss of the variety of 
small businesses in New York due to “redevelopment” and the resulting reduction in the 
opportunity for beneficial “contact” with strangers. His observations about Times Square in 
Manhattan apply to most neighborhoods, including Corona-East Elmhurst:  
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Contact is the conversation that starts in the line at the grocery counter with the person 
behind you while the clerk is changing the paper roll in the cash register. It is the 
pleasantries exchanged with a neighbor who has brought her chair out to take some air on 
the stoop (Delany 123). 
 
Delany’s concept of “contact” with strangers that generates a sense of community, safety, 
and general pleasantness is undervalued in American city planning, which often caters to cars 
that separate us and to businesses that encourage us to patronize quickly and avoid lingering. I 
wanted to film the flower shop patrons to illustrate Delany’s point about the value of contact.  
We are in a period of economic growth, we all know. But most of us are asking, Why, 
then, isn’t my life more pleasant? The answer is that “pleasantness” is controlled by small 
business diversity and social contact; and in a democratic society that values social 
movement, social opportunity, and class flexibility, interclass contact is the most 
rewarding, productive, and thus privileged kind of contact. There is no way people can 
move comfortably between classes if the classes themselves do not have repeated, 
pleasant social interactions with one another, class war or not (Delany 173). 
 
 Similarly, in his book ​How to Kill a City​, P.E. Moskowitz wrote about the nostalgic 
desire, when walking around neighborhoods today, to see the rougher edged, unpretentious New 
York City that he had been raised in​. ​The flower shop fits the mold he describes; it’s genuinely 
what it’s always been and not intentionally “retro” or derivative.  
There are a few times where I’ll catch a glimpse of the city’s former self—a block where 
there’s garbage on the street, one or two delis, no new coffee shops… These kinds of 
scenes trigger memories of a former city, and for a moment I can apply this scene, this 
sense of memory of this old New York, to the rest of the city, as if my eyes were an 
X-ray machine; I can see briefly underneath the newness that’s been plopped in gaudy 
layers on top of my home, and fantasize about peeling the layers off like dried Elmer’s 
glue (Moskowitz 164).  
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The journalist and urban studies activist Jane Jacobs’ observations about city streets were 
influential as well. Jacobs writes about how people prefer a crowded sidewalk to an empty park, 
yet developers think it’s the opposite. In her book, ​The Death and Life of Great American Cities​, 
she writes:   
The trust of a city street is formed over time from many, many little public sidewalk 
contacts. It grows out of people stopping by at the bar for a beer, getting advice from the 
grocer and giving advice to the newstand man, comparing opinions with other customers 
at the bakery and nodding hello to the two boys drinking pop on the stoop, eying the girls 
while waiting to be called for dinner, admonishing the children, hearing about a job from 
the hardware man and borrowing a dollar from the druggist, admiring the new babies and 
sympathizing over the way a coat faded. Customs vary: in some neighborhoods people 
compare notes on their dogs; in others they compare notes on their landlords. Most of it is 
ostensibly utterly trivial but the sum is not trivial at all. The sum of such casual, public 
contact at the local level—most of it fortuitous, most of it associated with errands, all of it 
metered by the person concerned and not thrust upon him by anyone—is a feeling for the 
public identity of people, a web of public respect and trust, and a resource in time of 
personal or neighborhood need. The absence of this trust is a disaster to a city street 
(Jacobs 56). 
 
All of these texts helped me to situate ​I Think of Your Mother​ as part of a larger 
exploration of the value of small businesses and the way people engage with these 
establishments in their neighborhoods.  
I filmed some of the historical photos that are kept in a binder inside the store. I asked 
Gladys to point and walk me through the photos while on camera, which was one of the few 
times I prompted her to do something specific. Her demeanor changed when she was asked 
directly to talk to the camera, her voice was much quieter, and she didn’t seem as natural 
compared to when she showed a new customer the photos or went through them with a regular 
she hadn’t seen in a while. I decided that I would not stage scenes and would limit historical 
information to what naturally emerged through daily interactions. It was more important to 
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capture her telling the stories to other people than to make sure the film contained all the store’s 
interesting history.  
I also tried to film the photographs by themselves on the table in the store but found it 
comical trying to keep the photos flat (e.g. see fig. 3). Again, this failed attempt to insert 
information into the film reinforced my decision to focus on Gladys and let her weave in the 
history of the store as she would naturally.  
 
 Fig. 3: Photo of the store before it was torn down when New York City widened the road. Natalie Conn. 2020​. 
 
Initially, the family assumed I wanted to write a short article like the other profiles that 
have been written over the years about the store. In an early email exchange with Billy, he asked 
that I stop by ​after​ Valentine’s Day when it was less busy, and I tried to explain that actually I 
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most want to capture a busy holiday. After a few visits to get a sense of the place and gain their 
permission, I started to bring my DSLR video camera and audio equipment to document the 
daily routine. I tried to keep the equipment light and unobtrusive, using a monopod and one 
DSLR with a few small audio recorders. The camera hovers around, sometimes close to people, 
sometimes at a distance to capture the whole space. Filmmaker Jay Rosenblatt describes 
observational filming as a way for viewers to plug into their own memories. How he does this, 
he once explained to writer Michael Fox, was by “not explaining everything, for one thing. Films 
that do all the work for you are films where you don’t enter into them. You just consume them. 
A film that doesn’t explain everything invites you in through the intellect, through thought, 
through emotion, through music or more of a trance-induced state. Those films aren’t speaking to 
you” (Fox). But I knew that I didn’t want the camera and filmmaker to be entirely invisible. For 
the most part, the camera is ignored but sometimes people talk to the camera directly, and 
sometimes they talk to me (behind the camera) directly.  
The 92-year old owner, Gladys, spends a lot of time at the store alone. Customers rarely 
visit outside of major holidays, and when they do come, Gladys has a difficult time completing 
their order on her own. Bouquets are kept behind a heavy refrigerator door; she sometimes can’t 
use the cash register, and if they’re paying with a credit card, she struggles. On several occasions 
when I was filming, she’d look at me and ask for help. I’d lean the monopod gingerly on the 
edge of something and step in to assist. I’m not on camera, but there are often moments while the 
camera is rolling where Gladys will look up, point to me (the camera), and ask for help; when 
this happened I would move the camera or turn it off. This provides the film with a reflexivity, 
though it’s minimal. I want the audience to be aware that the camera is operated by a woman 
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who is an outsider, rather than a member of the family or someone well known to them. The 
camera represents my point of view, although I don’t introduce myself and I am not visible in the 
frame.  
Reflexivity in observational documentary films was a revelation for me. I used to try to 
be invisible. Anthropology professor and scholar, Jay Ruby writes in ​Exposing Yourself: 
Reflexivity, Anthropology, and Film​ that showing the producer and the process to the audience 
used to be considered wrong. “To reveal the producer was thought to be narcissistic, overly 
personal, subjective, and even unscientific. The revelation of process was deemed to be untidy, 
ugly, and confusing to the audience” (Ruby). I used to feel this way as well, but I have evolved 
through my studies in the IMA to believe that revealing the producer and process is more fair, 
more truthful, and sometimes more engaging. Clearly, the camera is not acting on its own.  
I chose not to include most of these moments of reflexivity in the final cut. During 
editing, I made the decision to minimize my character to maintain focus on the store. But I chose 
not to edit out my voice and their references to me completely because, of course, I am there; 
they are talking to me like one would talk to an inquisitive graduate student, someone that they 
have allowed into their space but don’t know as well as the regulars. The filmmaker Kazuo Hara 
was especially influential to me in this regard. The IMA invited him to screen his 1974 film, 
Extreme Private Eros: Love Song​ and he answered questions. He argued that pure observational 
films are a “violence” to the subjects and viewer. In an interview with history professor, Ken 
Ruoff, Hara says, “​A documentary, you know, is not totally ‘real.’ When one is in front of the 
camera, one cannot help being conscious of the camera. Even when people are not in front of the 
camera, in normal life, people act. This is normal” (Ruoff). I now feel that it is more distracting 
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and less truthful to make the filmmaker invisible than to present the filmmaker and process, at 
least in some small ways.  
My approach to the style of the camera work was also inspired by films like Jennie 
Livingston’s ​Paris is Burning​, especially the interview scenes where the subjects are working on 
something like sewing clothes as they talk to the camera. I interviewed Billy while he was 
arranging flowers, and it also created moments where he’d trail off or have to stop talking and 
focus on his work. The interviews felt more like a conversation with the viewer, who is watching 
him work.  
I was also inspired by Michael Gitlin’s ​That Which is Possible​ where his camera hovers 
around artists as they work. The camera feels as though it is operated by another artist in the 
scene, moving like a person eager to be included in the group. Another influence was Tomasz 
Gubernat’s ​Luncheon​ in which, unlike the other two films I just mentioned, he places the camera 
on a tripod and uses long lenses to focus on people from afar. In the context of that film, which 
profiles senior citizens at a community space in Greenpoint, the camera resembles one of the 
seniors who may be seated and just watching the people there. All of these films are 
observational documentaries where the subject in front of the camera is free to be how they 
choose and the camera operator makes themselves visible very subtly, by the way they move the 
camera to resemble a person standing or sitting nearby. The films inspired me to be more 
intentional about camera placement and lense choice in order to make the viewer feel part of the 
space with Gladys and her family.  
In addition to urban planning and filmmaking, I researched flowers. As a part-time 
wedding photographer, I’m frustrated with flowers. Flowers at a wedding, though beautiful, can 
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cause stress. Sometimes the florist is late and the bride is worried they won’t arrive in time. 
When the flowers do arrive, couples often aren’t sure what to do with them, uncertain how to put 
on a boutonniere or hold a bouquet. Brides have asked me many times, in reference to their 
heavy bouquets, “Do I need to keep holding this thing?” So the other motivation for searching 
for a flower shop in particular was to repair my jaded relationship with flowers. While being at 
the store and through research, I discovered that flowers do have a magical power to make 
people happy, both the giver and the receiver, especially if the flowers are given unexpectedly. 
At a wedding, flowers are more of an obligation and pre-arranged, so in that situation flowers 
don’t necessarily have the same positive effect. Psychologists at Rutgers University in 2005 
published an article called, “An Environmental Approach to Positive Emotions: Flowers,” 
examining the effects on mood when receiving flowers and found that flowers do elicit genuine 
smiles and positive responses more so than other commemorative gifts. The psychologists 
conclude that flowers have evolved over time to attract humans with their colors, symmetrical 
shapes, and smells. In return, humans continue to plant them.  
Our hypothesis is that cultivated flowers fit into an emotional niche—their 
sensory properties elicit human positive emotions. The flowering plants are thereby 
rewarding to humans and in return, the cultivated flowers receive propagation that 
only humans can provide. Demonstration of such a phenomenon fills several gaps in 
the literature. It supports the basic significance of emotion for survival. As a corollary 
it supports the adaptive function of positive as well as negative emotion. Finally it 
opens an area of investigation into the psychological relationships between humans 
and other species through their sensory properties that have been relatively neglected 
(Haviland-Jones). 
 
But why is it that we give cut flowers to each other which will invariably wither and die? 
It’s an ancient tradition. Scientists posit that humans have been adorning burials with flowers for 
as long as 65,000 years (Solecki 880-881). As the website for McAdams Funeral Florist states, 
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“Flowers also have a particular aesthetic value in the face of death, for the beauty of the flower 
helps balance our emotional response to the perceived ugliness of death. Flowers help soften the 
raw imagery that death leaves with survivors… They are a means of expression. It is often 
difficult for those mourning a death to put feelings into words.” In ​The American Journal of 
Nursing ​, a nurse named Cynthia L. Forenza describes her time with a nonagenarian with a green 
thumb. She quotes her patient, Anna, as saying that funeral flowers should fill the home and the 
place of worship: 
“Then the flowers should go home with the family. Some of them will die, and as they 
do, the family can remove the dead ones and make new bouquets out of the freshest ones. 
Then those flow-ers begin to die. The bouquets keep getting smaller and smaller and 
fewer in number as more flowers die. Don’t you see? Flowers make us get comfortable 
with death. They make us take death in our hands and get comfortable with it. Those 
green plants people send just sit there. Sure, they're fine for babies and birth. But flowers 





THESIS PRODUCTION PROCESS 
 
My stylistic approach is one where I tend to find my way as I go and discover the story 
while filming, rather than seeking out some pre-ordained structure or rigidly adhering to a 
planned shot list. Malcom Gladwell talks about the creative process in an episode called 
“Hallelujah” of his popular podcast, ​Revisionist History​. He paraphrases the work of economist 
and art enthusiast David Galenson who postulates in his book, ​Old Masters and Young Geniuses: 
The Two Life Cycles of Artistic Creativity​ that there are two kinds of trajectories in creativity. 
There are “conceptual innovators,” who are people that tend to work quickly, have specific ideas, 
plan precisely, and then execute. And then, there are “experimental innovators,” people who may 
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never have a clear idea, do not work quickly, don’t really know where they’re going, operate by 
trial-and-error, often creating endless drafts.  
I’m definitely the latter of the two. I come from a background in fine art, specifically 
painting, and was always the kind of painter that tried to find the image as I was working. My 
process was always in layering, erasing, adding, and subtracting. Logistically, filmmaking does 
not mesh well with the experimental innovator approach. However, if I had had discovered the 
flower shop sooner, I would have been able to go through more experiments, more layers of 
ideas and chosen a cohesive style and framing before Valentine’s Day. The time constraints 
resulted in a more piecemeal filming style. Before the last days I was filming, I went back to 
some of my notes from the IMA class, Documentary Expressions, and found this study I had 
made of the compositions in the film, ​Paris is Burning.​ I wish I had re-discovered this earlier. 
It’s a nice examination of some of the framing choices in that film. The examples reminded me 
to pause more and be more deliberate with the frame and the space around the subject and notice 
when they’re making eye contact with the camera (e.g. see fig 4).  
My biggest challenge during production concerned sound recording. The store has a large 
refrigerator that produces a loud background sound. I asked if it could be turned off while I was 
there, but they couldn’t do it. Since my film is one where the subtleties in conversation are 
paramount, I wish I had been able to find a workaround to record everyone’s voices without the 
constant refrigerator hum.  
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                                   Fig. 4: Photo of pages of screenshots of the film, Paris is Burning. Natalie Conn. 2020​. 
 
Unexpectedly, the COVID-19 virus swept into New York City in early March. I had left 
my tripod and monopod at the flower shop, tucked under a cabinet, expecting to be back the 
following day. The severity of the pandemic started to emerge, and I realized I likely had to 
cancel additional filming and instead start editing what I had—despite feeling that I needed more 
raw material. Right before COVID-19, I synced my footage and reviewed it. I made a list of 
additional scenes to shoot, which I now hope to do in the future. I wanted to capture scenes in the 
cemetery of Billy putting down arrangements on graves and planting bulbs for Easter. I wanted 
to record a scene at the wholesalers where they pick up flowers and a scene where Billy talks 
more about the business’ shift from growing their own flowers in greenhouses to importing them 
from South America.  
Editing became a structure-building endeavor. After several rounds of cutting, I made a 
color-coded paper timeline to visualize scene patterns. Blue signifies a scene with Gladys; brown 
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marks scenes with Billy; pink refers to detail shots; white shows scenes with customers; and 
yellow spots music cues (e.g. see fig 5). Using this visual guide and incorporating invaluable 
feedback from my thesis advisors and classmates, I shaped the film to convey a sense of a story 
with an emotional impact.  
 
 
                                                              Fig. 5: Photos of paper timeline. Natalie Conn. 2020​. 
 
One scene that I eventually cut from the film depicted an evening with Gladys at her 
home. She sat on the couch, sipped white wine, and showed me her wedding album from 1954. 
The photographs are stunning black-and-white large format film. After she turned the last page, 
she unexpectedly confided to me and to the camera that a few months ago she saw her husband, 
who died two years ago, standing in the kitchen. She got emotional when she talked about it. She 
says that she wasn’t afraid, “Strange, huh? Do you believe that people have the power to come 
back? It was just my imagination?” It’s an intimate moment with her. Her house is quiet and the 
lighting is warm and subdued. Only three blocks from the store, her home presents a vastly 
20 
different visual world. The scene concerns living a full life and recognizing death, an underlying 
theme throughout the film, but in this scene Gladys confronts her own fate and looks directly at 
the camera when she talks. Although poignant, the scene varied tonally from the rest of the 
material since it was the only time we leave the store. If I was going to use it, the scene would 
have to end the film. However, it created a false sense of finality to her story when in fact she 
remained healthy and continued to “walk through fire to get to the flower shop”—a phrase of 
Julia’s which I could not find a proper place for in the film. So, I decided to end with Gladys at 
the store, which meant that at least with the film’s current running time, I would have to shelve 
the scene with her at home despite its emotional resonance.  
Another scene I removed was a visit from a former employee who stopped in to buy a 
funeral arrangement. He talked at length to the camera about the changing neighborhood and 
listed several small businesses nearby that closed due to rent hikes; he also blamed Amazon, the 
online retailer that was poised to set up its headquarters in Queens. His complaints effectively 
situated the store’s challenges within the broader neighborhood struggles. Ultimately, I decided 
to cut patrons talking to the camera, favoring the moments when they talk with Gladys instead.  
I initially didn’t want there to be music in the film unless it was diegetic and naturally 
present in the daily activities at the store. But the background sound of the refrigerator was 
something I wanted to mask. Moreover, on an emotional level, there were certain sections of the 
edit that seemed to warrant adding music to encourage viewers to reflect for a moment about the 
store and its story. I wanted the music to sound a little like church, a reference to funerals, 
weddings, and the family’s faith. I also wanted it to sound melancholy at moments and uplifting 
at other times. In an early draft, I included a phrase of organ music but it was too short and 
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sounded too sad. Then, I found a classic hymn called, ​How Firm a Foundation​. I played and 
recorded a version of the hymn on a keyboard. Though my rendition is instrumental, the hymn’s 
lyrics seemed fitting as well since they tell how God provides a firm foundation throughout our 






AUDIENCE AND EXHIBITION 
 
I made this film for a broad audience. The film may not be explicitly about community 
activism, but I hope it reminds viewers to slow down, value their neighborhood, respect elders, 
and patronize a small business over corporations even if it’s inconvenient and even more 
expensive. I’d like this project to become one piece in a larger, ongoing series of portraits about 
small businesses persevering despite the odds against them. These linked films would be featured 
on a website that links to social justice issues, support networks, community organizations, as 
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